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Kbd melee guide osrs

If you are in the hunting business and want to hunt some dragons, this is the place for you. In this article, we will talk about the OSRS King Black Dragon. Let's answer a few questions like Who's the Black Dragon King? Where can we find him? How to kill the Black Dragon King? And what equipment do you need? Who
is the Black Dragon King? King Black Dragon is one of the oldest chefs at Old School Runescape. It is also known as KBD among OSRS players. In case you haven't noticed, KBD is a three-headed dragon and as such it has a lair. The King Black Dragon OSRS is a dangerous boss, some of the OSRS players
underestimate him, but in my opinion, he's not that weak. OSRS KBD has a combat level of 276, which makes it one of the strongest dragons in the Old School RuneScape. It can be very deadly if you do not have protection, the distinct characteristic of the Black Dragon is that it will always fight when attacked. A very
interesting fact that is worth mentioning about the KBD OSRS their lair is that players cannot attack each other inside because the Black Dragon's lair is not part of the Wilderness. Where can we find the Black Dragon King? The entrance to the OSRS Black Dragon lair is located in the Desert, so be prepared to lose your
items because it's not a friendly place. There are a few ways to get into kbd's lair, but I'm going to show you both because I think you're the best. The first way is to use a burning amulet to teleport to the Lava Maze after it runs west and then north along the fence, pass through the gate and down the ladder in the smaller
demon cage. The second way is the Arceuus SpellBook spell, Teleport Cemetery, which can be used to reach the KBD lair. He teleports you to the Forgotten Cemetery, south of the KBD lair. What equipment and requirements do you need? There are no strict requirements to kill the Black Dragon King, but you can't be
too careful with this boss. That's why I recommend you have these statistics – To use Melee you need Level 80 Attack, 80 Strength, 70 Success Points, 70 Prayer for Godly Prayer. Stats If using Ranged: Level 80 Ranged, 70 Hitpoints, 75 Prayer. Let's talk about the equipment you need, the setup you need for OSRS
King Black Dragon is not cheap, but I think you already know it. Here are all the items for Melee: Leme de neitiznot, amulet of torture, mantle of Ardougne 4, Proselyte hauberk, Proselyte cuisse, Rune boots, Dragonfire shield, dragon hunter spear, Gloves of Barrows, blessing of Rada 4, and treacherous ring. And now the
items for Ranged: Blessed Coif, necklace of anguish, Ava's assembler, black body d'hide, black d'hide chaps, twisted bow, dragon arrow, pegasian boots, archers ring, wyvern shield blessed vambraces. Also, you'll need some food and potions for Melee and Ranged, here's what you need and extended anti-fire potions
for poison and dragonfire protection, respectively. Bring enough potions to last a trip, super restore potions and food, you must bring a teleport to the tablet of the house to teleport at the end of the trip. The Dragon Fighting Style of the Black King OSRS? First, let's talk about the OSRS KBD fighting style, it uses two
Melee and Dragonfire attacks. THE DRAGONFIRE attack of OSRS KBD comes in four variants: fiery breathing attack, toxic breathing attack, shocking breathing attack and icy breathing attack. Almost all kbd dragonfire attacks do up to 50 damage, except for its fiery breathing attack that can give up to 65 damage. That's
why you'll need Antifire shields, anti-fire potions and protect from magic to protect you from your burning breathing attacks. I have to warn you about the Black Dragon King OSRS icy breath attacks because if he hits you with them he will freeze you for about 0.6 seconds. If you want to prevent this from happening, you
need an Ancient Wyvern shield that can grant you immunity against this freezing effect or a combination of Antifire and Protect from Magic shields. The melee attacks that kbd is using are usually when the player is standing at melee distance and can hit up to 25 damage. To protect yourself from KBD Melee attacks, you
must use an aerial melee protection prayer called Melee Protection, which you can use if you have level 43 prayer. How to kill KBD? Let's discuss an effective strategy to kill the OSRS King Black Dragon, the method is called Walk-under. For this method you will use a twisted bow, a two-handed weapon that attacks the
speed is slower than that of the Black Dragon King OSRS. Walking under the KBD OSRS and you immediately after the attack, you will be able to hide from the attacks of the Black Dragon King until you leave to perform another attack. By doing this method, KBD will only perform 1 attack after each attack you perform,
and you will reduce the damage taken by 1/3. OSRS King Black Dragon summary is not so hard to kill when you know how to do it. If you are two or three players to the KBD battle agents will be better because he has to choose which player he will aim for. So his attack speed will be slower than normal and you can use
it to your advantage on it. I hope this guide helps you, I wish you good luck and have fun. A group of players face the Black Dragon King. The Black Dragon King is a three-headed dragon located in his lair in the depths of the Desert. The Black Dragon King has a combat level of 276, which makes him one of the
strongest dragons in Old School RuneScape. Players should not take this enemy lightly, and they should always take an anti-dragon shield as their breath of dragon is very deadly without protection. The Black Dragon King can also be killed as a for a Black Dragon Hunter task. While the King's Black Dragon's lair is
introduced from within the Desert, its lair itself is not part of the Desert, so players cannot attack each other in their lair. The conclusion of the Nature Diary also does not notice its bony drops, and kbd does not count for a black dragon-killing task given by Krystilia. Requirements[edit | editing source] There are no strict
requirements to kill the Black Dragon King. Recommendations[edit | edit source] Getting there[edit | edit source] The routes leading to the Black Dragon King Lair. The route of the burning amulet is blue. The route of the obelisk is yellow. Ghorrock Teleport's route is orange. The waka canoe route is green. The Black
Dragon King resides in the Black Dragon King's Lair, which is not in the Desert, so teleporters can be used inside if necessary. However, your lair can only be accessed by traveling through the Desert, so take precautions and don't bring any item you're not willing to miss. Using any of the following methods, ordered from
the fastest to the slowest, will take players to King Black Dragon Lair: Burning amulet Use a burning amulet to teleport to the Lava Maze. Run west and then north along the fence. Go through the gate and go down the stairs. Obelisk of the house owned by the player - Requires completion of the hard Wilderness Diary or
better for effective use Select level 44 as the teleport destination of the obelisk in the upper garden. Right-click on the Wild Obelisk and select teleportto destination. Run southeast, go through the gate and go down the stairs. Ghorrock Teleport (tablet) (portal) - Requires completion of the Desert Treasure mission. Use
the Ghorrock Teleport (or tablet or portal) to teleport to the Frozen Waste Plateau near Wilderness Obelisk (level 44) west of the KBD lair. Run southeast, go through the gate and go down the stairs. Game Necklace and Wilderness Obelisk - Requires completion of the hard Wilderness Diary or better for effective use Use
a game necklace to teleport to the Body Beast's lair. Leave the cave and run southeast to the wild Obelisk. Select level 44 as the teleportation destination of the Wild Obelisk. Right-click on the Wild Obelisk and select teleportto destination. Run southeast, go through the gate and go down the stairs. Canoe waka - This
requires a wooden cutting axe as well as level 57 or better. Use the canoe station in Edgeville to travel to the wild lake at level 35 wilderness. Run west-northwest to and then north along the fence. Go through the gate and go down the stairs. Down the stairs, there is a lever that players can pull to enter the King Black
Dragon's Lair. Mechanics[edit | edit source] Styles of | Editing source] The King Black Dragon's Melee and fiery breathing attacks. The Black Dragon King using his fiery, toxic and shocking breathing attacks. Shocking. The Black Dragon attacks with fire attacks. Melee attack is only used when the player is standing at
body distance and can reach up to 25. The Body-to-Body Protection prayer will nullify all damage from this attack. The attack on dragon fire comes in four variants. Burning breath Toxic breathing Toxic breathing can cause up to 50 damage. After a successful strike, there is a chance of this attack inflicting poison on the
player, starting with 8 damage. Shields against fire and protect from magic, or a combination of these, will partly negate the damage of this attack. Shocking breath Shocking breath can cause up to 50 damage. After a successful hit, there is a chance of this attack draining two levels of all player statistics. Shields against
fire and protect from magic, or a combination of these, will partly negate the damage of this attack. Cold breath Cold breath can cause up to 50 damage. After a success, there is a chance of this attack freezing the player to .. ticks (.. seconds). The ancient Wyvern shield grants immunity against this freezing effect.
Shields against fire and protect from magic, or a combination of these, will partly negate the damage of this attack. The burning breathing attack of the Black Dragon. The black dragon's toxic attack. The Black Dragon's shocking breathing attack. The Black Dragon's icy breathing attack. Dragonfire[edit | edit source] The
Black Dragon King uses various types of dragon fire attacks. Dragonfire is a fiery breathing attack that can cause considerable damage to players. However, there are some precautions that players can take to deny most of this damage, being: See the table below for an overview of the maximum damage with
(combinations of) the above-mentioned precautions. Protections used Max Hits Icons Icons Names Toxic Fire Ice Shocking No 65 50 50 50 50 Anti-dragon shield 15 10 10 10 Protect from Magic 20 15 15 15 15 Antifire Potion 50 50 50 50 Super antifire potion 0 50 5 00 50 Anti-dragon shield Protect from Magic 15 10 10 10
Anti-dragon Shield Anti-fire potion 0 10 10 10 Super Anti-dragon Shield Super anti-fire potion 0 10 10 10 Protect from Magic Fire Potion 0 15 15 15 Protect from Super Magic Anti-Fire Potion 0 15 15 15 15 Anti-Dragon Shield Protect from Magic Fire Potion 0 10 10 10 Anti-Dragon Shield Protect from Magic Super Anti-Fire
Potion 0 10 10 10 Draconic[edit | edit ] Source Of Edit] The Black Dragon King is considered a drachnic creature, which means he is weak against dragonbane weapons. Tips[edit | edit source] Protection prayers[edit | edit source] It is always recommended to fight the Black Dragon King at a distance melee with the



protect from melee prayer activated. This reduces the chance of the Black Dragon King using his special unlockable dragon fire attacks, while being able to deny all damage from his melee attacks. The only to this statement is when a player is is is a two-handed weapon, like the twisted bow. In this case, prayer
protection of magic is necessary to partially deny the damage of dragon fire attacks. Example[edit | edit source] The Black Dragon King is a popular boss, so it can be difficult to find an empty world. To combat this, players can create an example for 50,000 coins. This money must be in the inventory and cannot be
withdrawn from the player's bank. Note that the instance will collapse if the player dies. This means that all unprotected items will be added to a tombstone outside the kill lever. Therefore, an emergency teleport is highly recommended. Suicide method[edit | edit source] Since wilderness is used to reach the Black Dragon
King's Lair, only the player's three most valuable items (four with the Protection Item activated, none if skull) are kept in death if the player dies on the way to the Black Dragon King's lair. Therefore, it is recommended not to bring any item that you are not willing to miss. At least not at the same time. There is a trick
involving the sack bag that allows players to 'smuggle' more than four valuable items into the Black Dragon King's Lair. Fill the sack bag with potions and food, leaving four empty spaces. Fill the inventory with the sack bag, a burning amulet, 22 pieces of food, and the four valuable items you're 'smuggling' into the Black
Dragon King's Lair. Activate the Protection Item prayer and run to the lever that leads to the Black Dragon King's lair. When standing next to the lever, quickly place the four valuable items in the sack bag and immediately pull the lever. Suicide for the Black Dragon King, so that all items in the inventory and sacking bag
fall to the ground. These items will be there for approximately 60 minutes. Now prepare yourself correctly to begin the journey of the Black Dragon King. Leave the four-speed slots of previously 'smuggled' items empty, as these items will be collected and equipped once in the Black Dragon King's Lair. Warning: This
method is not completely risk-free, as there is still a small chance of player killers running at you and casting a tele block spell on you in the period of time between putting your valuable items in the sack bag and pulling the lever. Also do not use this method if you use the Black Dragon Lair. Walk-under method[edit |
editing source] If you use a twisted bow or dragon hunter beast, the player's attack speed is slower than that of the Black Dragon King: the bows fire every 5 ticks at speed, while the dragon attacks every 4 ticks. By walking under the King Black Dragon immediately after performing an attack, the player is able to hide
from the Attacks of the Black Dragon King until they leave to perform another attack, slowing down your attack speed. By using this method correctly, the King Black Dragon will only perform 1 attack for each attack or reduces the damage taken by 25%. If using a twisted bow with this method, players could also choose
to stay away from Melee and pray to protect from Melee, and bring an anti-dragon shield to equip when the King Black Dragon attacks. This requires great focus and time, as losing once can allow the Black Dragon King to make up to 50 damage with his breathing fire. Paste bonecrusher[edit | edit source] To save on
super restore potions, players might consider bringing a bonecrusher necklace. With this collar equipped, players can bury the dragon's bones to restore 4 prayer points. Players need to have the bonecrusher collar equipped for at least 9 seconds before they can benefit from this effect. In order to benefit from both an
offensive collar and the effect of the bonecrusher collar, players could wear their offensive collar during slaughter and then switch to the bonecrusher collar once the final damage is given. So take the dragon's bones, wait until the 9-second timer runs out and reequip the offensive collar. Because the King's Black Dragon
timer is 9 seconds, one consequence of this method is that the first attack of the next fight may not benefit from the offensive collar. Another thing to consider is that this method requires taking an extra valuable item (114,610) through the Desert. Equipment[edit | edit source] Warning: Keep in mind that since wilderness
is used to reach the Black Dragon King's Lair, only the player's three most valuable items (four with the Protection Item enabled, none if skull) are kept in death if the player dies on the way to the Black Dragon King's lair. Therefore, it is recommended not to bring any item that you are not willing to miss. Melee[edit | edit
source] Ranged[edit | edit source]
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